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The Sequential Estimation and Detection of Signals 
in Normal Noise. II 
IVAN SELIN 
The obieet of this paper is to present results oR the sequential de- 
tection of known signals, and of signals known except for unknown 
parameters, when gaussian noise is present. The principal analytical 
tool for the study is the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion of a random 
process in terms of the characteristic functions of the covariance 
kernel. If the process is continuous in the mean, the expansion con- 
verges in mean square to the original process over the interval of 
definition (the observation i terval). The well-known results on this 
expansion all relate to a fixed observation i terval. When the length 
of the observation i terval is allowed to vary, as in the case of se- 
quential analysis, some further properties of the expansion must 
be derived as a preliminary to an attack on the statistical problems. 
These properties, which might be considered as results in proba- 
bility theory, are presented in Part I of the present paper, 1 along 
with a statement of the problems to be studied in a form suitable 
for the sequel. Part I I  presents more special results of a statistical 
nature. 
I. THE OPTIMUM SEQUENTIAL TEST FOR THE PRESENCE 
OF A SIGNAL IN NORMAL NOISE 
Wald (1947, 1948) has shown that  the sequential  likelihood ratio 
test has the shortest expected test length of all tests which achieve given 
condit ional error probabil it ies in testing for the presence of a constant 
signal in independent  oise samples. We wish to consider a more general 
class of signals in normal  noise where the noise samples may be correlated. 
A. GENERAL SIGNALS IiX" UNCORRELATED NOISE, DISCRETE TIME 
PARAMETER 
We consider the test of the sequence of independent ormal  random 
variables {x~} for the presence of a nonconstant  signal sequence {sj}. 
1 See preceding paper. 
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Using the vector notation of Section II I ,  the alternate hypotheses are 
H0) X(i)  = N(i), (:.:) 
H:) X(i)  = N(i) + S(i). 
We assume that the squares of the components ofthe known signal vector 
S(i) are Cesgro summable (0, 1) and that their sum is differen~ from 
zero :  
1 N 
l im_ - :~.2= m, 0 <m< ~. 
N-*~ N j= l  
The noise components nj have zero mean and unit variance. 
(i) One may directly apply W~ld's demonstration (WMd, 1947, 
A.1, or Lehmann, 1959, Prob. 3.34) to show that the test must end with 
probability one. It  is only necessary that one of the x¢ exceed 
log A - log B in absolute magnitude, for any j. For each j, 
Prob( Ix j l  > logA- logB)  =p i> 0. 
Writing [ log A - log B ] -~ c, 
=f¢  1 ° (1 -- pj) -~ '~  dx e -(~-"p~12 _< 2 fo -~1 dx e -(~-E~Ov2 
-< 211 - -  e-°~/2"] :12 
(ef. Williams, 1946). 
Therefore 
k 
lira 17~ (1 - -  pj.) < l ira 211 - -  e-~2/~'] ~/2 = 0, 
and the test will end with probability one. 
(ii) We show that the Ces~ro condition guarantees the finiteness of 
the expected test length. Writing 
Prob (xj = s~ + n~.) 
zj = log Prob (x; = nj) ' 
N the test ends when ZN - ~-~z~: z~ > log A or Z~ = ~-~4=: z~ =< log B. 
We shall assume that the excess of the left-hand sides of the ]nequMities 
over these boundaries is negligible. Under this assumption, if signal is 
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present, 
0 < EZN = (1 - -  f3) logA +f l logB < oo, (1.2) 
while if the signal is absent, 
- -  ~ < EZN ~ a log A + ( l - (~ ) log B < O. (1.3) 
(That expression (1.2) is greater than zero, and that (1.3) is less than 
zero, is easily shown. One assumes a, ~ < ~, and one finds that A = 
(1 - /~) /a ,  B = fl/(1 - a), when the excess of Zs over the boundaries 
is neglected (cf. Wald, 1947, Section 3.2).) 
We have shown in Section IIIs that if the signal is present 
2 2 Ezs = +s i  / , 
and if the signal is absent, 
Ezi 2 = - s i /2 .  
Now our proof closely follows Lehmann's (1959) problem 3.37. 
FZN = [PIN = ~} Z ~(z, r N = ~)] 
n=l  i~ l  
i=1 n=i  
= ~ P(N  >= i)E(z~ [ N >= i).  
i=1  
The event that N < i depends only upon Zj,  
of z~. Hence, the complementary event N 
dependent of zl , and E(z i  ] N >= i) = E(z,i). 
j < i, and is independent 
> i is stochastically in- 
Thus we obtain 
2 
I ~zN I = P (N  > i )  s~ 
i=1  : 2 
= P(N = j )  s~ 
i=l j=i 2 
= P(N = j )  2 ~ 
j=l i=l 2 " 
See preceding paper. 
EZ~ = ~ P(N  >= i)Ez~:, 
i=1 
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Denote 
1 ~ 8i 2 
:- -~Cj a i=1-2 
We write 
I EZ., I = Z P (N  = j)jC~. 
j= l  
If s~ 2 > 0, C~. is always positive. If s~ = 0, we may change indices and 
start counting at the first index n for which s~ 2 > 0. Then C3" > 0 for 
all j > n. L imj~ Cj = m > 0 by hypothesis. Therefore, there exists a 
~, > 0 such that Cj > y for all j (cf. Knopp, 1928, Theorem 41.3). So 
I EZ~r I > ~/~jP (N  = j)  = ~E(N).  (1.4) 
Hence E(N)  is bounded, and thus finite. Notice that this proof depends 
only upon the condition that the squares of the mean values of the s~ be 
Cesgro summable, and that the test end with probability one. The normal 
property of the x~. was not used, and so the proof holds for more general 
independent nonidentically distributed random variables. 
The proof of the optimality of the sequential likelihood ratio test 
(el. Lehmann, 1959, Section 3.12) depends upon the fact that the signal 
is constant. We have not succeeded in describing the thresholds for the 
test of a variable signal in independent oise samples. 
]~. S IGNAL IN CORRELATED NORMAL NOISE,  DISCRETE T IME PARAMETER 
In this section we consider the test of the sequence of dependent normal 
variables {x~-} for the presence of the nonconstant signal sequence {sj}. 
Once again, the two hypotheses are 
I-Io) X( i )  = N( i ) ,  
(1.5) 
I~i) x(~) = N(~) + S(~). 
The i X i covariance matrix of the noise vector N( i )  is ~, consisting of 
elements r~ = ra'=. We do not hypothesize stationarity: in general, 
r~j ~ r~+~:,~'+k. If the determinant of ~b is equal to zero, at least one 
component of N( i )  may be expressed as a linear combination of the 
other components of this vector. In this sense, the noise process is 
predictable, a case that we wish to exclude. We shall assume that the 
determinant of ~b is unequal to zero, and hence the inverse matrix ~-~ 
exists. 
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Since ¢ is symmetric, so is ¢-i. Therefore, ¢-1 may be factored into the 
product of a lower triangular matrix H and its upper triangular trans- 
pose H' (cf. Gantmacher, 1959, p. 33 et seq.). Since HH' = ¢-1, 
H-~¢-I(H') -1 = (H'¢H) -1 = I, where I is the unit matrix. 
Linearly transforming the Eqs. (1.5), we obtain 
Ho) HX( i )  = HN( i ) ,  
H1) HX( i )  = H(N( i )  + S( i ) )  (1.6) 
= HN( i )  + HS(i) .  
Define Y( i )  ~ HX( i ) ,  T( i )  =- HS(i) ,  and M(i)  ~ HN( i ) .  
The covariance matrix of M( i )  is given byHH'  = I, ~ snd so (mj) = 0; 
(mime) --- 5~k. Therefore, the equivalent est consists of testing the 
sequence of independent variables yj- for the presence of the known signal 
sequence tj. If 
0 ~ lira 1 k < 
the expected length of the sequential likelihood ratio test is finite (ef. 
Section IV, A). Notice that the transformation Y = HX is physically 
realizable, in that the values of the new observable g at time j depend 
only upon the past values of the x process: Yi ~ }-~=~ h~kxk. The likeli- 
hood ratio of test (1.5) is identical to that of (1.6), as may be seen either 
by definition or by computation. 
(i) By definition: 
Prob (Y ( i )  = T( i )  + M( i ) )  
L (Y ( i ) )  --- 
Prob (Y(i) = M(i)) 
Prob (X( i )  =- S( i )  + N( i ) )  (1.7) 
Prob (X(i) = N(i)) 
= L (X( i ) ) .  
(ii) By computation, 
P(X( i )  = S( i )  + N( i )  ) 
1 
1 [X(i) - S(i)]'¢-~[X(i) - S(i)]. (1.8) 
- l 
See Cram~r (1946), Eq. 26.6.2. 
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P(X(i) = N(i)) - V'(27r)' I~bl exp - X(i)'f71X(i) . (1.9) 
L(X(i)) = exp { -  {S(i)'$-lS(i) + S(i)'$-XX(i)}. (1.10) 
Similarly, 
L(Y(i)  ) = exp {-~(HS)' IHS + (HS)'IHX} 
= exp{--½S'H'IHS + StH'IHX} (1.11) 
= L(X( i ) ) .  
The demonstration depends upon the existence of the physically 
realizable transformation H(i) of the process X(i) to the process Y(i) 
of uncorrelated random variables. Such a transformation always exists 
for finite i and nonsingular covariance matrix ~b, but the resultant random 
variables Yi need not be independent unless they are normal. 
Returning to the case in which the process observables are normal, 
the optimum detector is required to form the likelihood ratio (1.7). 
The essential information-destroying operation is the formation of 
X(i)'@-lS(i). The covariance matrix ~ and expected signal S(i) are 
both assumed known, and therefore ~b-lS(i) may be programmed into the 
detector before the test begins. (S(i)'¢71S(i) may also be programmed. ) 
The detector then forms the correlation 
z(i) X(i)'@-~S(i) ~ x~-~ -i 
k=l 3"~i 
where rk~ 1are the elements of the inverse matrix ~b-l(i). It is then only a 
matter of calibration to form 
L(i) = exp {-½S'(i)¢/1S(i) + z(i)}. (1.12) 
C. CONTINUOUS TIME PARAMETER, WHITE ~OISE 
The hypotheses to be tested are 
H0) x(t, ~) = n(t, ~), 
(1.13) 
I-It) x(t, r) = s(t, r) + n(t, r). 
For the present, we assurae that n(t) is white noise of zero menu and 
spectral density No watts/cps, and 
lira 1 fo T ~+~ p s~(~) dt = m > 0. 
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The problem as posed is unsatisfactory mathematically, since (n(t) ~) 
is infinite in this model. A permissible problem is to consider the testing 
of the vector X( i )  (iAt = r) for the following two hypotheses, and then 
allow At ~ 0. 
H0) X( i )  = N( i ) ,  
H1) X( i )  = N( i )  q- S( i ) .  
The vector X( i )  consists of components 4 
]A t  [ ,  
z~ = l x(t) dt l< j< ~.  (1.14) 
J (  (]- l) ,~t 
Analogously, the compoImnts of 8( i )  are 
f 
j~t  
s~ = ~¢s-:)~ s(t) dr. 
The nj are increments of a Wiener process -y(t)--i.e., the n(t)  process 
may be considered the "derivative" of a Wiener process. In a Wiener 
process, 
(~(t)) = 0; 
E[~/(t) - 1'(u)][~/(w) -- l'(v)] = O, ff (t, u) and (w, v) are disjoint in- 
tervals; 
[~(t)  - ~(u) ]  ~ = N01 (t - u ) I .  (1 .15)  
ns is norm@ and it follows from (1.15) that 
(n~) = o, 
(1.16) 
(n~nk) = ~jkNoAt. 
Hence, the us are normal, mutually independent, stationary random v~ri- 
ables for all At. 
Define 
. Prob (x i = ss-4- ni) 
(:.:7) 
_ (  sj 8s zs. ~ 
2N0 At "-b No At /"  
4 The definitions of xs, s~-, and ns will be used throughout this section, xi will 
no~ be used to denote acoefficient of the K-L expansion of x(t, r). 
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(z~.} = 4-si2/2NoAt, he sign depending upon whether or not the signal is 
in fact present. 
Letting Z~ = ~}=~ z~, the test ends when Z~ > log A or Z~ =< log B. 
• i Then E(Za~) = E( ~f'.f=~ zs). If we assume that l im~, (1/z)}--~s=~ (zj) 
exists and is greater than zero, then E(N) is finite (el. Section I, A). We 
have, in fact, 
= " V ,  ~=~2b/~At  " 
Consider 
8ff = L*~(i-1) At 8(t)  dt = (At)2s2(~s), 
where (j -- 1)At < ~': < jar. 
(i.18) 
(1.19) 
1 ~ (At)2s2(~s) (1.20) 1 I (zs} I ~ 2No At 
~, j=X j=l 
Writing T = NAt, (1.18) and (1.20) result in 
1 z E(T) = AtE(N) < ]EZx I n -. (1.21) 
= ~=1 2No 
The Wiener process is a process with independent increments, which 
means that (n~:nk} = Q~ even as At ~ 0. The requirement for validity 
of (1.21) is that the xs be independent, and so 
lim E(T)  < lim I EZNi /min  1 ~Ats2(~s) 
• j= l  
(1.22) 
= 1EiZu) ] / m:m 1 fo'-~ dt -~ os2(t) r>0.  
Thus, E(T) is finite provided that 
T 
min, -lr fo dts~(t) = m > O. 
However, if
• ~olim l for dts~(t) = e > O, 
and 
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• ~lim l_r f0 dt s~(t) = m > O, 
then it is easy to see that there exists a ~ > 0 such that 
if/ o dt s2(t) > "r 
T 
for all 0 < 7 < ~. Hence a sufficient condition that E(T)  < ~ is that 
T 
l fo dts~(t) > ~ > 0 
7" 
for all positive ~-. (In particular, if s(t) is a constant z, then E(T)  = 
I E(Zv)I/(cr2/2No).) 
D. CONTINUOUS TIME PA~A~a~TER, NONWHITE NOI~MAL NOISE 
Let n(t)  be a normal, stationary, nonperfectly predictable random 
process with null mean value and spectrum N(~). Le~ N(0) = No. 
Given an observed waveshape x(t)  and a known deterministic signal 
s(t), the problem is to decide between the two hypotheses: 
H0) ~(t) = n(t), 
(1.23) 
H~) x(t)  = n(t)  + s(t). 
Briefly, in order to design and analyze a sequential test to accomplish 
this task, we shall demonstrate he existence of a linear operator H(t,  u),  
with certain realizability properties, which will transform the given test 
into an equivalent est for the presence of the transformed signal in 
white noise of spectral density N0(~0) constant over all o~. The optimum 
sequential test for a constant signal in white noise (in Wald's sense) is 
the sequential likelihood ratio test, with constant thresholds. The linear 
operator H(u,  t) must possess two additional properties (el. Wiener, 
1949, Section 0.6): 
(i) It must be invariant under translations of the time axis: 
H(u,  t + -r)f(t + .r) = H(u,  t)f(t) .  
(ii) It must depend only upon the past of the function to be trans~ 
formed, i.e., 
g(u) = H(u, t) f (t)  - ~ < t < 
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must be identical with 
g(u) = H(u, t)f(t) - ~ <- t <_ u. (1.24) 
A process is predictable if its future may be predicted, with probability 
one, from a complete knowledge of its past. Any process, all of whose 
stochastic derivatives exist, for instance, is predictable. The spectrum 
0(~) of any nonpredictable process atisfies the condition. ~
if{log Io( )I1 1 + ~2 < oo. (1.25) 
Since l log I1/o@o)ll = I logt ®(¢o) I], if 0(o~) satisfies (1.25), then so 
does 1/0(¢o). Thus, if 0 (~) is the spectrum of a nonpredictable process, 
then 1/f~(~) is also the spectrum of a nonpredictable process. In par- 
ticular, N(o~) satisfies (1.25) by hypothesis, and therefore so does 
~(o~) = 1/N(~). Any spectral function 0(~) satisfying (1.25) may be 
factored into the form 
0(¢o) = 0(~)0'(¢o), (1.26) 
such that 0 (~) possesses neither poles nor zeros with negative imaginary 
parts, and 0 p (¢o) possesses neither poles nor zeros with positive imaginary 
parts. 6
Let g(u) be the inverse Fourier transform of G(~) = 0(~)F(~). For 
all time functions f (t)  which vanish for negative t and possess Fourier 
transforms F(o~), the corresponding function g(u) vanishes for negative 
u. This is true because 0(~) has no poles of negative imaginary part. 
In other words, 0(w) corresponds to a linear operator J (u, t) in the time 
domain which fulfills condition (ii). Furthermore, since J(u, t) cor- 
responds to a multiplicative Fourier operator, and the Fourier trans- 
formations form a group under translation of the time axis, J (u, t) 
satisfies condition (i). Hence, for all O (~) such that (1.26) is satisfied, 
there exists a linear operator J(u, t) satisfying (i) and (ii). Taking 
O(w) - q~(w), we are assured of the existence of the linear operator 
H(u, t) with the desired properties (i) and (ii). Notice that we have 
not specified that 0(~) must itself be the Fourier transform of any func- 
tion of time. This is not generally the case, but if 0(~) possesses a Fourier 
inverse transform 
5 Cf. Wiener (1949), Section 2.5, or Section III of this paper. 
Cf. Wiener (1949), Section 1.7. 
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1 f_ dwei,O~O(o~), 
then the linear operator H(u, t) reduces to the convolution operator: 
f :  h(u -- t)[ ] dt. 
In general, H(u, t) requires various orders of differentiation. 
Having demonstrated the existence of the linear operator H(u, t) 
with the required realizability property (ii), we may substitute for the 
test ( 1.23 ) the equivalent test. 
Defining 
y(u) = H(u, t)x(t), 
re(u) = H(u, t)n(t), 
v(u) = H(u, t)s(t); 
H0) y(u) = m(u), 
H1) y(u) = m(u) + v(u). 
(1.27) 
Since the tests (1.23) and (1.27) are equivalent, he respective con- 
ditional probabilities of success and failure are identical. Thus the op- 
timum test for a constant signal in stationary, nonpredictable normal 
noise is a likelihood test with constant thresholds. If the noise model is 
chosen to produce predictable noise, singular detection results, and these 
methods (based upon Bayes' rule) are not necessary (of. Section III). 
There is one important difference between the matrix H and its con- 
tinuous analogue H(u, t). In the discrete case it is necessary only to 
operate upon the noise process from the beginning of the observation 
interval in order to produce an equivalent test of signal in white noise. 
In the continuous case, the operator H(u, t) may read the knowledge of 
the entire past of the nonwhite noise in order to produce an equivalent 
test for signals in white noise. If the noise process has a rational spectrum 
with a constant numerator, the transformed signal v(u) consists of s(u) 
and several orders of derivatives s(j)(u), all muRiplied by constant fac- 
tors. Thus, the equivalent signal in white noise is also a constant. The 
magnitude of the equivMent signal is different from that of the original 
signal ([ v(u)} < [ s(u)J in general), and the correlation of the noise re- 
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sults in loss of effective signal power. Bode and Shannon (1959) used this 
filter in their work, without discussing necessary conditions for realiza- 
bility. 
II. CONTINUITY OF LIKELIHOOD RATIO WttEN THE NOISE 
SPECTRUM IS RATIONAL 
Since log Z(r)  is a Wiener process, almost every realization of log Z( r )  
is continuous. We wish to consider the continuity of the maximum of the 
likelihood function when there are a denumerable number of parameters 
to estimate. Let there be n(n <= o~ ) unknown parameters 7rl, . . . ,  ~rn . 
For each set of parameter values, Z(r, r l ,  "" ", ~rn) is continuous, since 
for each set of parameter values the process is a Wiener process. 
THEOREM. Let Z be a real function with the following properties: 
(i) Z(r, Tr) is defined on the rectangle T X P. P is a closed finite in- 
terval, but T may be infinite. 
(ii) Z(r, ~r) is a continuous function of the two variables r and ~r. 
Then max~c~ Z(r, ~-) is continuous in r for all r C T. 
PROOF: Define max~ep Z(r, ~r) ----- re(r). Z(r,  ~r) is continuous on the 
closed rectangle T X P, and therefore re(r)  is a bounded function. 
Therefore, lim~,o re(r) =- M(O) exists. Let [r~} be a sequence such that 
lim~_,~ o m(r~) -- M(O), and let {~r~} be a corresponding sequence such 
that m(r~) = Z(rn, zr~). Thus we have defined a sequence of couples 
{rn, 7r~}. In general, the sequence {~r~} need not approach a limit as 
r~ --~ ~0, but since P is closed and bounded (and therefore compact), 
we may choose a subsequence [rm, 7r~} of couples uch that vm --> 7rr C P 
as r,~ ---> r0. Since Z is continuous in r and v, 
M(0)  = lira Z( r~,  ~r~) = Z( lira r~,  7r~) ~ Z(ro, v,). 
By definition Z(ro, 7r~) <= m(,o), and so m(ro) > M(O). 
Next, consider l im~, 0 re(r). Let r~ be a sequence such that 
lim m(rz) = L(O). 
Vl~r  
Since m(rz) ---> L(O), there exists an l0 such that 
re(r,) - L(0)  < e/2, 1 > 10. (2.1) 
Writing m(ro) = Z(z0, ~r0), there exists an/1 such that for l > 11 
Z(~o, ~o) - z (~,  ~o) -= m(~o) - z (~,  ~o) < ~/2. (2.2) 
Z(r~ , ~'z) = m(rz) > Z(rz,  7to), and so (2.2) produces 
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m(~0) - rn(~,) < ~/2. (2.3) 
Let/2 = max (l~, 10). For all 1 > l:, (2.1) and (2.3) are simultaneously 
satisfied. Thus, their sum satisfies 
re(r0) -- L(0)  < e (2.4) 
for arbitrarily small e > 0. Thus L(0)  => re(r0). Since M(0)  >- L(O), 
lim~,T0 re(r)  = m(r0). Hence, max~ Z(~-, ~r) is continuous for all points 
r0 of T. 
The next topic of interest is to decide under what conditions the maxi- 
mum likelihood estimate #(r)  is a continuous function of T. Roughly 
speaking, ~(~-) must be a continuous function of the process observables 
xi(r)  in order that it be continuous in r. 
The xi(r)  are defined by 
1 
x~(r) = %/~ x(t)¢~(t, ~) dt. 
We showed in Section II, A, that ~(t ,  r)  and X~(T) are continuous 
functions of r. If the test is regular, x(t) is (in the mean and in measure) 
a continuous function of time, and so x~(r) is continuous in r. Therefore, 
if the parameter to be estimated is given as a continuous function of the 
{x~(~)}, we have ~(x(~)) representing a continuous function of con- 
tinuous functions. Hence ~(r)  is continuous. In particular, a parameter 
estimate given as a linear function of the observed ata must be con- 
tinuous with respect o r. 
Obviously, if ~r is a basically discrete parameter, the maximum likeli- 
hood estimate is not continuous. Furthermore, when the signal depends 
upon the parameter through a many-to-one transformation, the param- 
eter estimate need not be continuous (for instance, the constant phase 
of the function exp [i(cot + 0)]). However, many parameters are estimated 
by means of linear operations upon the received ata: the amplitude of 
an expeeted signal, for instance. 
Consider an example taken from the work of Swerling (1958). In an 
appendix to his report he discusses the minimum variance of a linear 
estimator q = } -~ ~x~ of a parameter q. (The problem is to choose the 
minimizing ~. ) 
E ~ For any estimator q = =~ x~, 
~[(~ - q)~l = ~ ~ + E[~ ~] - 2E  ~[q~] .  (2.5) 
i= l  i= l  
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Thus, the minimum variance linear estimator is 
~(~') = x~ E[qx~] = x ( t )F (u ,  T, q) dt. (2.6) 
Clearly, ~(r) is a continuous function of r, since the integrand on the 
right is continuous in r and in t for every true constant value q. In the 
case of normal noise, the minimum variance and maximum likelihood 
estimators coincide, and thus the maximum likelihood estimator is seen 
to be continuous. 
III. SINGULARITY OF DETECTION 
Detection is said to be singular ff the presence or absence of a signal 
in the noise may be ascertained with arbitrarily small error probability. 
This definition is slightly broader than is usual in practice, since we con- 
sider arbitrarily accurate detection involving an infinite observation 
interval to be singular. 
We wish to distinguish between onsingular (regular) detection and 
three possible types of singular detection. 
I. Detection may be singular with an arbitrarily short observation 
interval. This is the case, for instance, if all the derivatives of the noise 
process exist, or if the signal to noise power ratio is infinite over some 
frequency band. 
II. Detection is nonsingular on an observation interval (0, T1), but 
is singular on an interval (0, T2), ~ > T2 > T1. We give some condi- 
tions upon the signal and its translates in time such that this type of 
singularity cannot occur. 
II I. Detection is regular for all finite observation intervals, but be- 
comes singular as the length of the interval becomes infinite. This is the 
case for a well-behaved signaI which is not quadratically integrable on 
(0, ~ )--a sine wave, for instance, or a constant. 
The likelihood ratio in the case of continuous parameter processes i  
L(x ,  T) = 1.i.m. exp -- ~ ) s i ( r )x i ( r )  . (3.1) 
Y-> °c i=1  
The sequential likelihood ratio test consists of comparing this ratio with 
two thresholds A and B, or equivalently of comparing 
1.i.m. sl (r) sl (r) (3.2) 
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with the thresholds 
a = 1.i.m. log A si2(T) ; b = lira log B 
N~o0 N--~co 
The expectation of the random variable (3.2) is 
¢- l im 1 j / /~  2 
(the positive sign corresponding to the presence of signal); the variance 
of (3.2) is unity. If the series l im~ ~'~ 2 sl (T) diverges for a given 
value of T, it is easy to see that the conditional error probabilities crand 
may be made as small as desired] If one compares 
with a and b (b < 0 ) and N is chosen sufficiently large, log A and - log  B 
also must become very large. Since a = (1 - B) / (A  - B )  and fl = 
B(A  -- 1)/(A -- B), a and/~ become arbitrarily small as A and -B  
become very large. 
Kelly, Reed, and Root (1960), Appendix I, show that 
lira lim = I t 
where S(~) is the Fourier transform of s(t), and G(~) = ]_~ dr¢(r)e-~" 
is the noise spectrum. Furthermore, the limit is approached in a mono- 
tonic nondecreasing fashion as r -+ ~. This equation may be considered 
in the following sense: if l f in~ ~--~=1 s((~)° exists for all r, 0 __ ~ __< ~, 
then the integral on the right exists. If lilnN~ ~1 si (r) does not exist 
for some ~0, then it does not exist for any r > r0, and the right-hand 
integral is divergent. If l im~ ~=~ s~2(r) exists for all finite T, but is in- 
finite as r --> co, the integral diverges. Hence, the convergence of the right- 
N 2 hand integral assures the convergence of the series l im,~ ~-~=~ s  (r) for 
all r, and the existence of the r-limit in (3.3). 
An alternate xpression for the sum Ei=I  2 Si (r) is very convenient in 
the study of singular detection. 
Let us write 
7 Grenander (1950) proves this proposit ion by showing that  the likelihood 
ratio eortverges with probabi l i ty one. 
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y(t) = h(u, t)x(u), 
v(t) = h(u, t)s(u), (3.4) 
~n(t) = h(u, t)n(u). 
Assuming that the noise process n(u)  is regular, we can find a realizable 
linear operator h(u, t) (i.e., h(u, t) = 0 for u > t) such that re(t) is 
white noise, s Since this operator is linear and since it does not depend 
upon the future of the transformed function, we may write, in the nota- 
tion of Section III, A of the previous paper, 
Prob [x(t, r) -- n(t, ,)] = Prob [y(t, r) = re(t, r)], 
Prob Ix(t, r) = n(t, r) + s(t, r)] (3.5) 
= Prob [y(t, r) = m(t, r) + v(t, r)]. 
Forming the likelihood ratio, 
Prob Ix(t, r) = n(t, r) + s(t, ~-)] 
L(x(t ,  r))  = 
Prob [x(t, r) = n(t, "r)l 
Prob [y(t, r) = re(t,-r) -4- v(t, r)] (3.6) 
Prob [y(t, r) = m(t, r)] 
= L(y ( t ,  r ) ) .  
Expanding y(t),  re(t), and v(t) in terms of the eigenfunctions of the 
covariance function of the re(t) process, we find 
i=1~Yi2(7)~-2 i=1  vi(r)yg(r)} = L(x ( t , r ) ) ,  (3.7) ( L(y(t ,  r))  = exp i -  
where 
and 
Nor0" 
v~(~) = (v ( t )o / (~)  
~(t  ' ' ' -- u)O~ (t) dt = kl q~i (u) .  
No~(t -- u), the delta function, is the covariance "function" of the white 
noise process, and all of the eigenvalues equal No. 
s Cf. Section II, D. 
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Since the two randonI variables of (3.6) are identical, we have, in 
particular, 
~ ~(~) EZ(y(t, r) ) = -4- ~ v~2(r) 
~=~ 2 = ~=~ 2 -Ez (~( t ,~) ) ,  
(3.8) 
= s~ (r) = Var Z(x(t, r)). Var Z(y(t, r) ) = 
<~i i=1  
Thus, we may conclude that  
= s~ (r),  (3.9) 
i=1  i~=l 
and we may study the left-hand term instead of the r ight-hand member. 
[// 
~(~-) = v~ (~-) = 
i= l  i= l  i~ l  NO 
=f[ 
= fo v(t)2 dt No 
A. STUDY OF TYP~ I SI~-GtrLA~ITI~S 
lim vi2(r) = lim dt 
r~O i= l  r~O 
r 
= lim i dt 
~'~0 
by Abel's theorem, 
be infinite only if 
aT ! t f x 
~=~ No (3.10) 
r 
v(t) dt fo v(u) du ~(t No- u) 
[l~h(t, u)s(u) dul 2 
IF -- lira r H(o~)S(w) d°aT ~o . 2rr] ' 
if this integral converges. Quite clearly, this sum can 
(3.11) 
[Ii h(0, O)8(0) = H(.,)S(,o) 2~-d 
is infinite. This can occur in a nuraber of ways. 
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1. [ H(¢o) 12 = 1/G(~). Hence, if G(~o) goes to zero over a frequency 
band occupied by S(¢0), the integral diverges as r --~ 0. 
2. The integral (3.11) may diverge due to the behavior of H(o:)S(o:) 
aS o) ----> ~.  Ei=1 2 v¢ (r) diverges if s(0) does not possess as many deriva- 
tives as does n(t), since h(0, 0)s(0) will, in general, consist of as many 
differentiations of s(t) as the noise process will permit (cf. Section 
II, B of the previous paper). 
(As a special case of 2, the sum will diverge if s(0) is infinite. )
B. STUDY OF TvPn II SINGULARITIES 
It  is clear from the expression (3.11), and is proved in a different 
fashion by Kelly et al., that 
s((r) > si (p) i f~-> o. 
i= l  i~ l  
Thus, type I I  singularities may occur only if }-~'~i~1 si2(0 +) converges 
while ~=1 2 ~ sl (r), r < ~,  diverges. We may write 
si2(T) = dt h(t, u)s(u) du 
i~1 
(3.12) 
= Jo' dt[f] 2. 
If the noise spectrum is rational and the power of the denominator 
exceeds that of the numerator by 2k, h(t, u) consists of a convolution and 
k -- 1 differentiations. It  suffices that s(t) and its first k - 1 derivatives 
exist and be continuous for all t, 0 < t < 7 in order that (3.12) con- 
verge. 
In general, h(t, u) will call for integrations, differentiations (but only 
a finite number of orders of differentiation, since the noise process would 
be predictable if it possessed erivatives of all orders), and pure time 
delays. The general condition for nonsingular detection is simply that 
h(t, u)s(u) be finite (except for 8 function singularities) for all t, u < r. 
C. STUDY OF TYPE III S INGULARIT IES  
lira si (~-) = dt dw e~H(o:)S(w 
= f I I I 
by Parseval's 
theorem (3.13) 
= / 
J_ 
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This is the result obtained by Kelly et al., although by very different 
methods. If detection is regular for all finite r, which implies that the 
signal and its appropriate number of derivatives must be bounded for 
all r < ~,  this sum may diverge only on the further assumption that the 
signal is not quadratically integrable on (0, ~ ). 
Type I I I  singularities may occur only if an otherwise well-behaved 
signal does not vanish sufficiently rapidly as r --* ~.  
IV. AN EXAMPLE OF ESTIMATION AND DETECTION-- 
CONTINUOUS PARAMETER 
We first consider the distribution of first passage times of the likeli- 
hood ratio, and then we specialize to the ease of a high-frequency cosine 
signal in white noise. This derivation follows very closely that of Darling 
and Siegert (1953). 
As shown in the previous paper, Z(r), the logarithm of the likelihood 
ratio, is a Markov process given by 
Z(7) = ~-~ [i 1 s~) l - l -~s i ( r )x~(@"  ~=~ (4.1) 
Writing S(r )  ~i=1 ~ = ~ si (~), we have shown that 
EZ(r)  = 4 -S(~) 
2 ' 
Var Z(r)  = S(r) ,  (4.2) 
= <_ p.  
The transition probability density of Z(r )  frona time t to time r (the 
derivative of the probability that Z(r)  < y, given Z(t)  = x) is 
p(y; r, x, t) = rc(Z(r) - S(t)) 
(4 .3 )  
• exp{ [y--x=t= (S ( r ) -S ( t ) ) /2 ]  2 } 
- - -  s (0 ]  ; 
the plus sign in the exponent corresponds to the case where signal is 
absent, and the minus sign to signal presence. 
Let T~(x, t) be the first passage time of Z(r )  across c, given that 
Z(t)  = x, i.e., T~ = sup~>__~ {r ] c > Z(r), Z(t)  = x} if c > x. (If c < x, 
the inequality is reversed.) Let Fo (p; x, t) be the distribution of To, 
and f~(p; x, t) be the corresponding probability density function. Then, 
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enumerating the possible paths of Z(r ) ,  we may write 
p(y; r, x, t) = f~(s; x, t)p(y; r, e, s) ds, 
(4.4) 
x> c>y or y> c>x.  
We first solve this equation for the ease where signal is present. 
Writing out Eq. (4.4) : 
¢S 1 { [y -x -  (S(r) - S(t) )/2] 2 } 
(r) - S(t) exp - 2 [S~ : S(t)] 
(4.5) 
= x/7(rY -- s(t) exp_ -   sW) - s(.)j j 
We showed in Section I I I  thab S(s) is a nondeereasing function of s. 
Thus, we may write: 
S(s )  = w, 
S( r )  = u, 
S( t )  = v, 
q~u- -V~ 
dsf~(s; x, v) = dwgo(w;x,v) = dwgc(w - v;x), 9 
and Eq. (4.5) becomes 
1 { (y - -x - -½q)  2} 
.~/~' exp -- ~q (4.6) 
fo ~ g.(w; ~) exp{ (Y -~-  ~(~-  w))'} = d~o V'q - w - 2(q - ) " 
Now tha~ the transition probabilities are written as stationary func- 
tions of the time-parameter q = S(r) - S(t), Eq. (4.7) may be solved 
by means of Laplace transformations. 
We find that 1° 
, x - -c ,  I ( c -x -  ½q)27 go(q; x) - -%-/~qa-I~ exp 2q " (4.7) 
9 g~ is stationary since the transformed Eq. (4.6) contains only stationary 
known functions. 
~o Cf. Erdelyi (1954), 4.5.27 and 5.6.1. 
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The density function of Tc is found by performing the substitutions 
preceding Eq. (4.6): 
f~(r; x, t) dS(r) 
- d r  g~(u - v; x )  
d S( r )  
= g~(S( r )  - S ( t ) ;  x)  grr 
J c - .  l~'(r) (4.s) 
= x /~(8( r )  - 8 ( t ) )  ~t~ 
"exp f (c -- x -- (S(r) -- S(t))/2)2). 
\ 2[,S(r) - ,s(t)] j "  
In sequential analysis we are interested in the time of first passage of 
Z(r)  across either of two boundaries a = log A or b = log B. For 
a > x > b, we define 
T~b(x, t) -= sup {r l a > Z(r)  > b, Z(t) = x}, 
¢>=t 
with probability distribution function F~b(p; x, t) and density function 
lab(P; X, t). We also define 
F~-~b(p; x, t) = Prob {Tab(x, t) < p, Z(Tab) = a}, 
the probability that Z(r)  cross a before b, and that the first crossing 
occurs before time p. We define F~b (p; x, t) similarly; and the respective 
probability density functions are f+ ( p; x, t) and fg  ( p; x, t). Obviously, 
F~b = Fo+~ + Fg .  
We now wish to solve for f& and fg  in terms of the fo and fb functions. 
By direct enumeration, 
fo(r; x, t) = fob(r;+ x, t) q- dsFb(s; x, t)fo(r; b, s), 
(4.9) 
fb(r; x, t) = f ; ( r ;  x, t) q- dsf+b(s; x, t)fb(r; a, s). 
These are two equations in the two unknowns f+ and fT~ • We use 
analogous ubstitutions to those of Eq. (4.6): 
w = S(s ) ,  
u = 8( r ) ,  
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and we find 
v = ,~( t ) ,  
q = u -  v = S( r )  - S ( t )  
dwg(w -- v; x )  = ds f (s ;  x, t) ,  
O~+(h; O) = e ~/2 sinh [b X/2(X + U] 
s inh  [ (b  - ~)x /2 (x  + }~]' 
(4 .10)  
~g(x; o) = e bj2 sinh [a x/2(x + ~)l 
sinh [(a - b)%/2(h + ~)]" 
The inverses of these transforms (Erde]yi, 1954, Eq. 5.9.31) are 
e[a-(q[4)][2 
(a -  2n(a -  b)) go+~(q, o) - q~/2v~  ~=-~ 
efb-(ql4) J/2 ~ (4 .11)  g-~b(q, O) - q3f2~/~-~ =_~ (2n(b - -  a) - -  b) 
aodq, O) + = a~Kq, o) + gZKq, o). 
One obtains f+(r,  0), f~(r, 0), and f~b(r, 0) by substituting S(r) = q 
into Eqs. (4.10) and multiplying by (d/dr)S@). 
The ~bove computation w~s performed for the distribution of Z(r )  
corresponding to the presence of signal. If the signal is absent, 
p(y; r, x, t) = 2;r(S(r) -- S(t)) 
(4.12) 
• exp{ (y -x  + (S ( r ) -S ( t ) ) /2 )  °'} 
2[S(r) -- S(t)] 
and the analogues of Eq. (4.10) are 
gab( ~+ ~k, O) ~--- e--a/2 sinh [bv~2(~ + ~)] 
sinh [(b -- a) 'v/20 , + ~)1' 
(4.13) 
~-b(X, 0) = e -b/2 sinh [ay/2(X + ~)] 
sinh [(a -- b)%/2-(~ "4- -~)1 
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As a first example, consider the detection of a constant signal s in 
white noise of unit  spectral density. In  this case, S ( r )  = 2s2r, and 
(d/dr)S(r )  = 2s ~. 
= ~g(v)  dv 
tg~b(S(t)) dS(t) 
1 l im d O(X)f  
2s 2 x-~o d-X 
In  the absence of signal, we obtain after some manipulation 
= - 0 )  
1 [ 1 -e  b ~- I  7 
s2 a e-: -2~_ e b + b e ° _ eb J . 
When we solve the two equations 
for a and 1 - a, we obtain 
1 -- 3 _ A = e a, 
C~ 
3 - -B  =e b 
1 - -a  
- -  o~ - -  
and so Eq. (4.15) becomes 
1 - -  e b 
(4 .14)  
(4.15) 
ET~ = - -  (1 /s~) [~a + (1 - ~)6] ,  (4 .17 ' )  
the answer which is expected (cf. Wald, 1947, Eq. 3.55). 
By analogous teps, 
1 
ETab = + ~ [(1 - fl)a + 3hi (4.17") 
n The last step is valid because L[tf(t)] = --(d/dX)f(k), and f°~f(t)dt = 
limxo0 ](k) if the latter limit exists: cf. Doetsch (1943), Chap. 10, Section 1. 
ea  - -  C b 
(~a __ eb ' 
(~.16)  
e a - -  1 
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in the presence of the signal. 
A more interesting example is the detection of a cosine wave, s(t) = 
A cos et, in white noise. In order to produce an acceptable model of 
white noise, we start by assumimg a Markov process and then allow the 
correlation time to become very short. 
For Markov noise, ¢(t -- s) = z2e-~lt-'t. This process possesses a 
rational spectrum, and S(t) may be obtained by means of the test func- 
tion y(u, t) of Section It,  B: 
/ t  t 
S(t) = Jo dus(u)y(u, t). (4.18) 
In the ease of Markov noise, y(u, t) is found to be (Zadeh and Ragaz- 
zini, 1950) 
y(u,t) = ~-~z 2 ,y s(u) -~ _] q- s(O) - Ty 
(4.19) 
+ [s(t) + ~s ' ( t ) ]~( t - -  u ) ) .  
The model of white noise of spectral density No is now obtained by 
2 allowing y--~ ~, z --~ ~, such that 4~2/'y = No. Now Eq. (4.18) be- 
comes 
S(t) = No du s2(u). (4.20) 
Consider the signal s(t) = A cos ~t. Then 
A 2 ( sin 2wt~ 12 Sit) _ .~_ t + . (4.2I) 
We wish to evaluate ET~ = f~ if(t) dt in this ease, particularly for 
>> 1. It is difficult to obtain this quantity exactly, but we can obtain 
an approximate answer. 
Writing R = A2/No, Eq. (4.21) is 
sin 
v = S(t) = R t-l- ~ / ,  
~2 If ~t >> 1, this quantity is approximately equal to A~t/2No, the signal energy 
divided by the noise spectral density. Many authors have obtained this asymptotic 
result by means of the Shannon sampling technique (Petersen and Birdsall, 
1953). 
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from which we obtain the approximate solution 
N 1 ( sin 2cov~ ( ~t.22 ) 
We shall obtain an expression for f(X) in terms of the known function 
0(X) given by Eqs. (4.10) and (4.13) above. We require that this expres- 
sion be accurate only for small X, since we shall use the relationship 
ETab = lim - ab(X . 
X~0 
From Eq. (4.22) and the identity f(t) dt = g(v) dr, we have 
](X) -- f~ e-XT(t) dt, 
(4.23) 
= Jo e-XV/~g(v) dv exp [(X/R)(sin 2cov)/2o~]. 
For h/2wR < 1, 
(R sin 2wv) X sin 2~0v 1 (X)2(sin 2wv) 2 
exp ?• / = I + R 2o~ + 2 \R / \ -~/  + "'" " 
Expanding the term on the right, 
l im-d] (x )  = l i ra (  d (R) )  
(4.2~) 
+ ~t~ - -  - 0 R j /  
In the absence of signal (Eq. (4.17')) 
lim _ d 
while in the presence of signal (4.17 r~ )
lim d (X)  2 
x-,0 ~ 0 = ~ [(1 - ¢)a ~- ~b]. 
There remains only 
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to compute. 
Writing this term in the absence of signal, and taking 2w >> 1, we obtain 
1 (e_~/2 [ sinh bv//-~ sinh b %/--i2~0 1 
4wiR \ Lsint~ 2 a ~  - sink~  - a) V'~J  
q_ e-b/~ [ sinh a %/i-~ sinh a %/~ l~ 
For large w, this approaches 
1 [ ( -e  -av~; sin a %/;  -}- sin (a -- 2b)e-(~-~b)v'-;)e -a/2 
2coR 
q- (e%~ sin b %/~o q- e -(2a-b~/~ sin(2a - b) %/;)e -bn] 
which decreases rapidly with e. Thus, for c0 sufficiently large (i.e., 
ea~/z >> e-%/;-; e(~-2b)~/~ >> e-(~-2b)v~; c0>> ~) we see that the effect of the 
oscillation upon the average first passage time is very small when com- 
pared with the effect of the signal power. In the presence of signal, one 
has only to substitute "exp (a/2)" for "exp - (a /2 ) "  and "exp (b/2)" 
for "exp -- (b /2) . "  
V. CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS 
A. TtlE KA~IIUNEN-LO~VE EXPANSION 
This expansion of a random process is very convenient for theoretical 
work, but does not seem suited to practical applications. There are 
several reasons for this: 
1. The defining equation is not generally soluble, although a method 
is available if the noise process possesses a rational spectrum (Slepian, 
1954). 
2. The eigenfunctions are not necessarily trigonometric. In the ease 
of rational spectra, however, the eigenfunctions satisfy a differential 
equation with constant coefficients, and hence are exponentials. An in- 
teresting question which might be investigated is whether or not these 
eigenfunetions are trigonometric functions. If they are, their frequencies 
cannot be harmonically related, since it is known that only a periodic 
(Pitcher and Root, 1955) (nonstationary) random process may be 
expanded on a finite interval in a Fourier series with tmcorrelated co- 
efficients. 
3. The representation is not extremely useful for problems involving 
linear filters. Even if the eigenfunctions were trigonometric in the ra- 
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tional case, the expansion of the noise process converges in the mean to 
the noise process only within the definition interval. 
Consider this problem: Given a linear filter with known transfer 
function H(v)e ~(~) and noise input n(t), which may be represented as 
k 
n(t) = 1.i.m. ~ W/~.nye i(~j~+°~) 
on the interval (0, T). What is the K-L expansion of the output? Un- 
fortunately, it is not 
k 
1.i.m. ~ ~v/~njH ( ,j )e i(~j~+~("j~+°i), 
k -->:¢ j~ l  
even on the interval (0, T). The reason is not difficult: The filter has 
memory, and so the output at time ~ C (0, T) depends upon the input 
at times u < 0. The K-L expansion does not converge to n(u), u < 0; 
therefore, the K-L expansion of the output is not simply obtained by 
considering the transformation f the K-L expansion of the input by the 
filter, even if the eigenfunctions are trigonometric. 
On the other hand, the K-L expansion can be useful in solving for an 
optimum linear filter when only a finite segment of the past of a process 
is available (Swerling, 1958; Davis, 1952 ). This is essentially the estima- 
tion procedure outlined in Section II, Eq. (2.6). The analytical ad- 
vantages of the K-L expansion, as outlined in Section II I  of the previous 
paper, are considerable. 
The K-L expansion provides a convenient tool for the consideration f 
transformations by nonlinear zero-memory devices, particularly by de- 
vices with polynomial characteristics ( quare law detectors, for in- 
stance). 
4. At least in the case of rational spectra, we were able ultimately to 
express the logarithm of the likelihood ratio in the form: 
Z(~') = fo'f(t) Ex(t) -- s(~)-]dt 
+ ~ a; s(J)(O) z(;)(O) s (j_.O) (5.1) 
,.4=0 
We used the K-L expansion only as an intermediate ool in order to ob- 
tain this expression, and analytically to obtain its probability distribu- 
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tion. However, the receiver need not compute the K-L coefficients xi(r) 
of the observed waveshape x(t, r). The receiver must only compute the 
terms ajx(J)(O)s(J)(O ), bjx(J)(r)s(J)(r), and fof(t)x(t) dt. aj and bj do not 
depend upon r, and f(t) is merely a linear combination of various de- 
rivatives of s(t). Hence the actual information destroying operations in 
the receiver are quite elementary, consisting of various correlations. This 
all suggests that the introduction of the K-L expansion is merely an 
analytical tool, and that perhaps another analytical method might have 
been found to obtain L[x(t, r )] (in particular, if the noise is white, (5.1) 
becomes Z(r) = Fo s(t)x (t) dr, a result obtained by Woodward (1953) 
through the use of Shannon's ampling analysis). 
An important field for further work is the solution of the equation for 
the test function, 
s(t) = fo F(u,r)¢(t - u) du, (5.2) 
when the Fourier transform of ¢(t - u) is not rational. In such cases it 
can be quite difficult o form the likelihood ratio, since neither the F(u, r) 
function nor the eigenfunctions are known in general. In practice it is 
much more convenient to have the generalized function F(u, r) than to 
have the eigenfunctions. For, if the likelihood ratio had to be formed in 
terms of these latter functions, consider the operations that would be 
necessary: 
(i) For each value of 7, ¢~(t, 7) and Xi(v) would have to be computed 
for many values of i. (This could of course be preprogrammed into the 
receiver. ) 
(ii) The coefficients 
f0 "1 x4,-) = ~ s(t)¢~:(t) dt 
would have to be computed. 
(iii) The approximate logarithm of the likelihood ratio 
Z(r)=~=~[s~(r)x~(r) s~) ]  (5.3) 
would have to be computed. Of course, ~--~iN=l s~2(r) and the values si(r) 
would have been previously computed (for each of many possible values 
of the unknown parameters if a maximum likelihood estimate is called 
for). Such an operation could be carried out only for a finite number of 
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values of r. A loss is incurred in taking only a finite number of coefficients 
x~(r). Furthermore, ither many correlations must be carried on simul- 
taneously or z(t) must be stored, since ¢~(t, r) depends upon ~-; we have 
T 
x~O-) = fo ~(t)4~(t, ~) dt 
= z(t) i ,~(t,  ~-) dt + x(t)O~(t, ~-) dt 
z(t)¢~(t, -~) dt + x(t)O~(t, o) dt 
f; = x(t)¢~(t, T) dt + :c~(o) o < ~. 
Thus, as r increases, x~(r + At) must be recomputed, using not only the 
increment in x(t), r <- t <- r + At, but the entire past of x(t). 
Frmn the point of view of receiver design, particularly in sequential 
detection but even in fixed-sample detection, it is a practical necessity 
to be able to solve Eq. (5.2) and be able to form Z(r) by means of the 
operations called for in Eq. (5.1). 
By a theorem of Pitcher and Root (1955) a random process may be 
represented on the interval (0, T ) by a harmonic Fourier series with un- 
correlated coefficients if and only if its eovarianee function is periodic 
(with period T). 
A Markov process may be represented on the interval (0, T) by a 
series of the form 
N 
n(t) = 1.i.m. ~ n~v~/cos (colt @ ¢i), 
N~ k=l  
where the n~ are mutually uncorrelated and the frequencies o~ are not 
harmonicMly related (Slepian, 1954). (We conjectured above in Section 
V, A, 2 that such a representation holds for any process with a rational 
spectrum.) Now consider the random process 
re(t) = ~ ~/~ cos (~t + ~;), 
i~ l  
with the equality holding over all time. The eovariance function of m (t) 
is 
Em(t)m(u) = ~ Xi cos (wit + 4i) cos (¢oiu + ¢i), 
i=1  
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which is an almost periodic function in t and in u. n(t) is the only 
stationary process with this expansion on the interval (0, T) but there 
exists an almost periodic process re(t) which is equal in the mean to 
n(t) on the interval (0, T). Perhaps it might be of some interest to study 
almost-periodic random variables. In any event, it is clear that the 
theorem of Pitcher and Root does not hold when "almost-periodic" is 
substituted for "periodic." 
B. THE TEST FUNCTION AND INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
SUM E~0=1 Si2(g) 
An interesting and useful trick is the representation f ~¢=1 2 
an integral. 
In terms of the generalized test function F(t, r), 
i l" s~2(r) = dt s(t)F(t, r), (5.4) t=1 
while in terms of the whitening filter H (~), 
si2(r) = dt dw e,~tH(w)S(~) (5.5) 
i=1 ~ ° 
Since 1/] H(~)I 2 = N(~), the noise spectrum, it is not usually very 
difficult to synthesize a suitable H(~) (for instance, a minimum-phase 
filter with amplitude characteristic [N(~)]-1/2). Then (5.5) may aid in 
solving (5.1) for the test function F(t, v). As discussed at the end of 
Section V, it is a necessity in practice to know F(t, r) in order to be able 
to form the likelihood ratio in the receiver. 
One problem which is of some interest is the probability of false alarm 
of a maximum-likelihood estimator. This is the probability that 
max~ Z(r. ~r), no signal actually present, will exceed the threshold (in 
fixed sample tests) or upper threshold (in sequential tests). We did not 
consider this question, except in an oblique fashion in the example of 
Section IV. It may be treated by considering the distribution of 
max x,: s~(~r) = max dtx(t)F(t,~',Tr) 
i=1 (5.6) 
= max ~ dt d~ e S(~, ~r)H(~) ~ e-~tX(~)H(~) 
~r ~o 
using the first integral if F(t' r, ~r) is known, and the second integral if 
F(t, r, 7r) is not known. Note that F(t, r; ~-), at least in the case of 
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processes with rational spectra, can be written in the form 
F(t, ~', ~r) = ~ s °) (t, ~r) 
k=l k=l 
where the values a~, b~, n, and m depend only upon the noise spectrum 
and not upon the signal or the parameter value. Hence, for a given 
spectral density function (or equivalently, for a given noise covariance 
function), the form of F(t, ~-, ~) may be computed independently of v. 
The choice of parameter values ~ affects only the various derivatives of 
s(t, v), and the computation of the distribution of the sum in (5.6) 
should prove feasible by use of one of the integral representations. 
C.  EX ISTENCE OF  AN OPT IMUM TEST 
The  discussion of the whitening operation performed upon the received 
data is straightforward, and calls for little additional discussion. One  
might, however, point out the relative simplicity of the whitening filter. 
The  likelihood ratio receiver consists of this whitening filter and a cor- 
relator. 
This discrete whitening filter has no continuous analog~.ie. Since 
Section I was written, however, I came across a note by Beutler (1958) 
in which he discusses the discrete analogue to the whitening filter used in 
this paper on continuous processes. His conclusions are the same as ours: 
Such a filter exists if the process is completely nondeterministie (i.e., 
satisfies the Paley-Wiener criterion), and the square of the reciprocal 
amplitude characteristic of the filter equals the noise spectrum. Zetter- 
berg (1961) has also done parallel work on the whitening filter for con- 
tinuous processes. He also obtains our equations (3.9) and (3.12). 
D. CONTINUITY OF LIKELIHOOD ]:~ATIO AND OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
ESTIMATES; I~ATIONAL SPECTRUM 
Continuity may be very loosely expressed as the property of a function 
which undergoes small variation as its argument is changed slightly. If 
one is to be able to closely approximate by digital methods the operations 
called for in forming the sequential likelihood test, a prerequisite is that 
the likelihood ratio and its component functions be continuous. For the 
simplest ype of noise~white noise--the receiver need only take the cor- 
relation between expected signal and received waveshape. 
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The general receiver operation, ff signals are known precisely, is to 
take correlations of various derivatives of the received waveshape with 
various derivatives of the expected signM, and then to add linear com- 
binations of the initial and finM vMues of the received waveshape mu]- 
tiplied by the corresponding signal values (cf. Eq. (5.1)). These op- 
erations are conveniently performed in real time, although even these 
operations are sometimes performed in discrete time, particularly if the 
computations are not to be performed at the physical site of the receiver. 
If, however, the signal contains one or several unknown parameters, 
then these parameters must be estimated in a quantized fashion, since 
it is impossible to perform an infinite nmnber of correlations (correspond- 
ing to the continuum of possibIe parameter values) (cf. Selin and Tuteur, 
1963, for an example of the quantizing of a continuous parameter space). 
Thus, whenever a parameter isto be estimated, one expects the param- 
eter values to be quantized, and the continuity of the maximum likeli- 
hood estimates becomes an important property. Thus, Section II will 
serve as a specific treatment of the discrete approximators to maximum 
likelihood estimators. As discussed in Chapter 1 of Selin and Tuteur 
(1963), and especially in Chapter 7 of Woodward's book (1953), the 
ambiguity function of the signM parameters determines the way in which 
the quantization is performed. An entire new and interesting field of 
signal design is opened up, but signal design is out of the scope of this 
paper. 
E. THE L IKEL IHOOD RAT IO OF A CONTINUOUS SIGNAL IN NOISE  
The  observation at the end of Section III of the previous paper, that 
the likelihood ratio of a known signal in noise is a Markov  process, is of 
considerable interest both f rom a theoretical and  a practical point of 
view. Theoretically, it allows the deve lopment  in Section IV, B leading 
to the probability distribution of the ending times of the continuous test. 
For  signals that occur in communicat ion  engineering--i.e., high fre- 
quency  signals--we were able to demonstrate that the average test t ime 
depended upon the signal-to-noise power  ratios, and not upon the fine 
detail of the known signal shape. The  example  was  worked  on the as- 
sumpt ion  of white noise. Wi th  correlated noise, the form of the signal can 
be more  important, although energy considerations still dominate. Hence,  
the average test t ime for the detection of a high-frequency signal is ap- 
proximately equal to the average test t ime for the detection of a constant 
signal of the same power. This is essentially the assumpt ion Inade in 
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computations of error probabilities in coherent detection, either with 
fixed sample or sequential tests (Bussgang and Middleton, 1955; Selin 
and Tuteur, 1963). 
Such an assumption can obviously be very badly in error if a very 
slowly oscillating signal is considered. Here, "very slowly" means "with 
period of oscillation at least of the order of magnitude of the average test 
time for a constant signal of the same average power in the same noise 
process." Obviously, a very-low-frequency osine wave will have an 
effective power almost equal to twice the long-term average power, if its 
period is many times the average test time that would be expected of a 
constant signal with the same average power. 
Two extreme cases suggest hemselves: 
1. The expected signal equals zero for a long but finite time T, and 
then smoothly assumes a constant value s. Since T is finite, the average 
power is the same as that of a signal which equals  at time t = 0, but the 
average test t ime is increased by  T. One  might  answer that we  have  
merely started observing at the wrong time. This is an extreme form of 
the ease suggested when the signal is a very-low-frequency sine wave. 
2. The  expected signal is constant at the value 2s for a long time T, 
and  then smooth ly  assumes a constant value s. Again, the average power  
will be that of a constant signal s, but one expects a much shorter average 
test time. This is the extreme example  suggested by  the very-low-fre- 
quency  cosine wave. 
In both these cases, "smooth ly"  means  "such that the signal pos- 
sesses as many continuous derivatives as does the noise process; and 
singular situations as outlined in Sections II and I I I  are avoided." In 
order to compute the average test time, or any of the test moments, 
one cannot merely adapt Wald's results (1947) in testing identically 
distributed random variables; one must use the development of Section 
IV, where the likelihood ratio is considered as a random process. 
An interesting and potentially important question is this one: is the 
maxinmm of the likelihood ratio (of a signal with unknown parameters in 
noise) still a Markov  process? Second, is the average over the param-  
eter space of a likelihood ratio (of a signal with unknown parameters in 
noise) still a N[arkov process? The  answers to both questions are prob- 
ably in the negative, thus invalidating the general use of the line of at- 
tack successfully applied to the case of a signal known exactly. 
RECE IVED:  January  4, 1963. 
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